Acutely decompensated versus acute heart failure: two different entities.
Heart failure (HF) has been classified in chronic HF (CHF) and acute HF (AHF). The latter has been subdivided in acutely decompensated chronic HF (ADCHF) defined as the deterioration of preexisting CHF and de novo AHF defined as the rapid development of new symptoms and signs of HF that requires urgent medical attention. However, ADCHF and de novo AHF have fundamental pathophysiological differences. Most importantly, the typical illness trajectory of HF, which is similar to that of other chronic organ diseases including lung, renal, and liver failure, features a gradual decline, with acute episodes usually related to disease evolution followed by partial recovery. Thus, ADCHF should be considered part of the natural history of CHF and renamed CHF exacerbation (CHFE) in accordance with the appropriate terminology used in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. AHF, in turn, should include only acute de novo HF. The clinical implications of this paradigm shift will be in CHFE the change in focus from in-hospital to optimal ambulatory CHF management aiming at primary and secondary CHFE prevention, while in AHF, the institution of measures for in-hospital limitation of cardiac injury and prevention or retardation of symptomatic CHF development.